Dyslexia Friendly Books
On the Edge
Hinton, Nigel
When Dillon's dad turns up
unannounced to take him
and his brother on a trip,
Dillon isn't sure what to do Mum's at work and they
haven't seen Dad in months.
Dillon's little brother Robbie is
ecstatic to see his father and
desperate
to
go.
But
something's not right. Why
won't Dad let them use their
phones? And why are their
faces plastered all over the
news?
Paperback
$16.99
Moose Baby
Rosoff, Meg
Will it be a boy or a girl? Nothing
can prepare Jess and Nick for
when Jess gives birth to their first
- moose. Four legs won't fit into
a romper suit and what will
grandma say? But there has
been a spate of Non-HomoSapien births round the country
and everyone else is coping.
The trials of being a parent - A
moving and also hilarious take
on
relationships
and
motherhood - with a very
powerful message.
Paperback
$21.00
The Pavee and the Buffer Girl
Dowd, Siobhan
Shoard, Emma
Bullying, name-calling, and a
new school face Jim when his
family halt at Dundray. The
town’s people aren't happy
that his community are there,
and
it
seems
such
an
unfriendly place until he meets
Kit. But acts of prejudice are
constant. The threat to Jim’s
family is building, and Kit's
friendship isn't enough to stop
the violence they face.
Graphic novel.
Paperback
$24.00

Family Tree
Peet, Mal
Shoard, Emma
When a man returns to his
childhood home and visits
the derelict tree house in
which his father once chose
to live, he recalls the past
unravelling of his family, the
unspoken strangeness of their
lives, and the impact on his
own adult life. Beautiful,
sparse
and
insightful
storytelling.
Paperback
$24.00
Kerb-Stain Boys
Wheatle, Alex
Life on the Crongton estate
can be rough for Briggsy.
Dad's lost his job, Mum's
working so hard to make
ends meet, and big brother
Kingsley just wants out. With
all of the shouting and
arguing it's difficult not to
get lost in the mix. So when
his best mate Terror, and
coolest chick in the year
Caldonia, cook up a plan
to make a quick buck,
Briggsy hopes it might be his
time to shine. Robbing the
Post Office? What could go
wrong...
Paperback
$16.99
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
And Mr. Hyde
Stevenson, Robert Louis
A violent madman emerges at
night to commit the most coldhearted of crimes. Nothing is
known of him except his name:
Mr Hyde. A lawyer and a
doctor
begin
their
own
investigation and are shocked
to find that Mr Hyde is an
acquaintance of their friend Dr
Henry Jekyll. Worse still, Dr
Jekyll is unwilling to listen to
them and retreats into his
laboratory when confronted.
As months turn to years and
the violence turns to ruthless
murder, Dr Jekyll is finally
forced to confront the chaos.
Paperback
$25.00
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